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Abstract
Importers rarely observe the price of every good in every market because of information
frictions. In this paper, we seek to explain how the presence of such frictions shape the flow
of goods between countries. To this end, we introduce rationally inattentive importers in a
multi-country Ricardian trade model. Under specific assumptions about preferences and technology, we provide an information-theoretical foundation of the gravity equation that links
bilateral trade flows with the cost of processing information faced by importers. A distinguishable feature of our model is that importers buy the same good from several countries. In
a more general setting, we analyze how small reductions in observable trade costs may have
large effects on trade flows as importers endogenously process different amounts of information across countries. We also show that, unlike traditional trade costs, information costs
have non-monotonic and asymmetric effects on bilateral trade flows. Finally, we contribute
to the rational inattention literature by providing a closed-form solution to a discrete choice
problem with asymmetric prior beliefs.
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Introduction

Imperfect information plagues international commerce. Importers rarely observe the price and
attributes of every good in every market. This absence of perfect information is bound to have
an impact on the flow of goods between countries. Yet, despite a widespread agreement among
economists that imperfect information could create significant barriers to trade, we lack a framework that formalizes the link between information and trade. The difficulty in developing such a
framework lies in the absence of a standard way of modeling information.
Borrowing tools from the rational inattention literature [Sims, 2003, 2006, Matejka and McKay,
2014], in this paper we develop a model of information and trade. The central premise of this theory is that although information is freely available, agents have a limited capacity to process
information.1 Faced with a capacity constraint, agents must decide how to process information
and choose the amount of information they want to process about their objects of interest. We
introduce rational inattention into a multi-country Ricardian model of trade with two goods an agricultural and a manufactured good. The productivity and hence the price of the manufactured good are stochastic. Inattentive importers would like to buy the manufactured good from
the country with the lowest price adjusted for trade costs. Prices, however, are not perfectly observable. Hence, importers choose to process information about each country, and based on this
information they choose the country where to buy the manufactured good. The more information
importers process about a particular country, the better the precision of their information about
the realization of productivity in that country. The optimal solution of a rationally inattentive
importer is to choose probabilistically where to buy the manufactured good, with this probability
distribution following an adjusted multinomial logit.
Our paper makes three main contributions. First, we provide an information-theoretical microfoundation for the gravity equation. The gravity equation has become a cornerstone of the literature that tries to shed light on the factors that impede trade flows across countries.2 Second,
we illustrate formally how, in the presence of information processing costs, small differences in
observed trade costs can generate large differences in trade flows. The large effects of observable
trade costs on trade flows has led researchers to speculate that information frictions could be creating large barriers to trade.3 Third, we find closed-form solutions to a discrete choice problem
1

See Kahneman [1973] and Pashler [1998] for evidence on the human brain’s limited capacity to process information.
2
For alternate micro-foundations for the gravity equation, see Anderson [1979], Bergstrand [1985], Deardorff
[1998], Eaton and Kortum [2002], Chaney [2008, 2013] and Helpman et al. [2008].
3
In their definitive survey on trade costs, Anderson and van Wincoop [2004] highlight the need for more careful
modeling of information frictions.
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with rationally inattentive agents and asymmetric prior beliefs.
Using a specific preference structure and distribution of productivity, we derive trade shares
that are observationally equivalent to Eaton and Kortum [2002]. We then obtain a gravity equation
that, for the first time in international trade literature, formalizes the link between trade flows
and information costs. Our paper shares the prediction with Eaton and Kortum [2002] that the
unconditional probability that country j imports from country i is positive for every i. Unlike
Eaton and Kortum however, the corresponding posterior or conditional probability in our model
is also positive for every i. Even after productivity draws are realized, importers in country j
do not perfectly observe prices and hence attach a positive probability to every country i having
the lowest price. The implications are twofold. First, a country can buy the same good from
different source countries. Second, a country can import and export the same good at the same
time. Currently, such patterns in the data are rationalized by appealing to intra-industry trade.
In a more general setting, the model is able to rationalize how small reductions in trade costs
may have large effects on trade flows. The endogenous processing of information affects the
response of trade flows to a change in observable trade costs between trading partners. When such
a trade cost between importing country j and exporting country i declines, country j importers
start to purchase more from country i because the average price offered by country i producers
is now lower. This is the standard effect of trade costs on trade flows present in any trade model.
Our model has an additional information effect. Faced with a cost of processing information,
importers in country j choose how much information to process about every source country. A
lower expected price in country i raises the expected benefit of processing information about
country i. Country j importers respond by paying more attention to country i and less attention
to every other country, thereby boosting the volume of trade between j and i further. Thus, when
importers are rationally inattentive, small differences in observable trade costs could have large
effects on trade flows - there is a magnification effect. This is a key insight of our model with
inattentive importers.
The key parameter in our model is the cost of processing information. We show that, unlike
traditional trade costs, changes in information cost can have non-monotonic, as well as asymmetric effects on bilateral trade flows. When there is an increase in information cost faced by an
importing country, the share of imports from any other trading partner first rises but eventually
declines (this happens for all but the most remote trading partner). With an increase in information costs, importers may also choose to process more information about countries that are close,
resulting in an increase in imports from these countries, to the detriment of countries that are
farther away - it is as if the importing country is imposing import tariffs that are higher for far
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away countries. A uniform increase in standard trade costs can never generate such an outcome.
Our paper is related to a number of papers that have provided evidence of information frictions in international trade. Using data on trade in agricultural goods in Philippines, Allen [2012]
demonstrated that most of the reduction in trade can be attributed to information frictions. Steinwender [2014] shows how the establishment of trans-Atlantic telegraph lines, that speeded up the
flow of information between the U.S. and U.K., led to a convergence in prices and higher trade
volumes. In a highly influential paper, Rauch [1999] provided evidence that proximity, common
language and colonial ties are more important for trade in differentiated products, which are presumably more dependent on information, than for products traded on organized exchanges and
those that have reference prices. Gould [1994] presented evidence that immigrant links to the
home country have a strong positive effect on both exports and imports for the U.S., while Head
and Ries [1998] found the same for Canada. Although higher imports from the home country
could simply reflect greater demand from the immigrants, the same cannot be said of exports.
Rauch and Trindade [2002] found that for differentiated goods, the presence of ethnic Chinese
networks in both the trading partners increases trade.
One of the few papers that explicitly uses proxies for information costs to explain trade flows
is Portes and Rey [2005]. They run a standard gravity equation and find that information flows,
captured by telephone call traffic and multinational bank branches, have significant explanatory
power for bilateral trade flows. Morales et al. [2011] show that the entry of an exporter in a
particular market increases the likelihood of his entry into other similar markets. Their finding
seems to suggest that we may not be in a full information world, and when a firm enters a market,
it gets new information about similar markets. The absence of perfect information about foreign
markets is also a feature of the exporting models by Eaton et al. [2010] and Albornoz et al.
[2012]. Chaney [2014] incorporates exporter networks into a model of trade. Among other
things, he shows that his network model can explain the distribution of foreign markets accessed
by individual exporters. The importance of networks in trade is suggestive of the presence of
informational barriers.
The paper that is closest in spirit to our paper is Allen [2012]. He considers producers sequentially searching for the lowest price across markets which makes information about prices
endogenous. As in our paper, Allen derives bilateral trade flows as a function of information
costs. Our model, however, differs from Allen [2012] in two important ways. First, the information friction in our model is on the side of the buyers, rather than the sellers. Producers in Allen
[2012] search for the most attractive market, while importers in our model process information
to find the most attractive source. Second, in Allen [2012] if a producer searches N markets, he
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exactly knows the price in those N markets and has no information about prices in the remaining
markets. In contrast, importers in our model have varying degrees of information about every
market, but never observe prices in any market perfectly.
In a related paper, Arkolakis et al. [2012] introduce staggered adjustment in the Eaton-Kortum
model of trade. They assume that in each period, consumers continue to buy from the same
supplier with some probability - consumers are inattentive. Accordingly, with some probability,
consumers do not respond to price shocks that hit other suppliers. Arkolakis et al. takes the
inattention as given, and is therefore silent on how the degree of inattention itself could respond
to trade costs.
Our decision to model information as in the rational inattention theory is guided by two considerations. First, rational inattention has the appealing feature that information available to
agents is endogenously chosen. Unlike most papers in international trade, where the information structure of agents is exogenously given, importers in our model choose to have different
amounts of information about prices in different source countries in equilibrium. Second, there
already exists a discrete choice model with rationally inattentive agents developed by Matejka
and McKay [2014]. We are able to contribute to this literature by finding closed-form solutions
to a discrete choice problem with a priori heterogeneous options. This allows us to perform simple comparative static exercises despite facing the challenging problem of adding information
acquisition to an otherwise standard trade model.
We are the first, to the best of our knowledge, to apply rational inattention to the study of international trade. Recent work in the areas of macroeconomics and finance has also used information
theoretic ideas. In macroeconomics, Sims [2003, 2006], Luo [2008], Luo and Young [2009] and
Tutino [2013] have applied rational inattention to study the consumption and savings behavior of
households. Mackowiak and Wiederholt [2009], Woodford [2009] and Matejka [2012] have used
information theoretic ideas to analyze the price setting behavior of firms. In finance, Peng and
Xiong [2006], Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp [2009, 2010] and Mondria [2010] have applied
rational inattention in asset pricing and portfolio choice models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we specify the production structure and introduce inattentive importers. In Section 3, we implicitly solve for the unconditional
probabilities of the general model and provide closed-form solutions for the trade shares when
preferences and the productivity distribution take a particular form. In the last part of this section,
we numerically solve the model with a Frećhet productivity distribution and analyze its properties.
Section 4 concludes. All the proofs are in the Appendix.
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The Model

We consider a world with N countries. There are two goods - a manufactured good and an
agricultural good, both of which are consumed and traded.
Agricultural good. The agricultural good is traded freely and is not plagued by information
frictions. We assume that every country produces some amount of this good. The price of the
agricultural good, which is equalized across countries, is set equal to one. The role of the agricultural good is to allow countries to trade; nothing substantial hinges on the assumptions made
about this good.
Manufactured good. The market for the manufactured good is perfectly competitive and is
plagued by information frictions. Instead of defining the production function of the manufactured
good, we consider its dual, the cost function. The cost of importing one unit of the manufactured
good into country j from country i is given by 1/z̃ij , where
z̃ij =

Ai z̃i
.
ci τij

We call z̃ij adjusted productivity (adjusted for trade costs). ci is the cost of a standardized bundle
of inputs required for producing one unit of the manufactured good in country i. The observable
trade cost for the manufactured good between exporting country i and importing country j is
captured by τij , where τjj = 1 and τij > 1 for i 6= j. We assume that τij is an iceberg cost,
i.e., country i has to ship τij units in order to sell one unit of a good in country j. The trade
cost τij includes both policy barriers such as import tariffs and export subsidies, as well as nonpolicy barriers such as transportation costs, border costs and time costs. Importantly, τij does not
include information costs. The numerator in the above expression is the productivity of the inputs
in country i. It has two components: a scale parameter Ai and a random component z̃i . Separating
the scale parameter from the random productivity realization simplifies our analysis. The scale
parameter Ai is related to the average input productivity in country i and z̃i is independently drawn
for each country from the same distribution. Let Z̃ be the vector of productivity realizations of
all countries that is distributed according to the prior distribution G(Z̃).
There is a large number of importers in country j that want to pay the lowest price for the manufactured good. They would ideally like to import (where import is broadly defined to include
purchase from home) the manufactured good from the country with the highest adjusted productivity. Importers maximize utility u(z̃ij ), where u0 (z̃ij ) > 0 and u00 (z̃ij ) ≤ 0, when choosing the
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country where to purchase the manufactured good.4
We introduce information frictions in the manufactured good sector by assuming that realizations of z̃i are not perfectly observable. We also assume that the price of the manufactured good
in country i becomes fully observable to importers in country j once country i has been chosen to
supply the good. This assumption of perfect observability ex-post, combined with perfect competition in the market for the manufactured good, implies that the producers of this good in any
country do not engage in strategic price setting.5 The price at which producers in country i are
willing to sell the manufactured good to importers in country j is then given by
pij =

1
,
z̃ij

(1)

i.e., producers are willing to sell their goods at marginal cost. It must be emphasized that pij is
the price that is actually paid by country j importers if they choose to purchase the manufactured
good from country i. But the un-observability of prices ex-ante implies that pij may not be the
lowest price for the manufactured good faced by the importers in country j.
Inattentive importers. Importers are rationally inattentive. They choose the information structure about productivity of each country taking into account that information is costly to acquire.
The innovation provided by rational inattention is that importers are not constrained to learn
about each country’s productivity draws with a particular signal structure, but rather, are allowed
to choose the optimal mechanism to process information. Despite this added complexity, however, there is no need to model the signal structure explicitly - it is enough to solve for the optimal
distribution of actions conditional on the realization of the variables of interest [Sims, 2003, Matejka and McKay, 2014]. In our model, importers choose the probability that a particular country
is selected for importing the manufactured good conditional on the realization of the adjusted
productivity in each country.
Following Sims [2003], we use tools from information theory to model the limited information processing capabilities of importers. We define λj as the unit cost of information faced by
country j importers about the manufactured good and κj as the total amount of information processed by country j about suppliers of this good.6 Information theory measures information as
the reduction in uncertainty. By paying a cost λj κj , country j importers can reduce their uncerIf u00 (z̃ij ) < 0, then importers are risk averse in z̃ij . In words, importers may not like to buy goods from
countries with highly volatile adjusted productivity.
5
In the presence of information frictions, firms selling a homogeneous good might choose to charge a price greater
than marginal cost even with free entry.
6
Note that λj is a parameter while κj is a variable.
4
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tainty about the realization of Z̃ by κj . We use entropy as the measure of uncertainty about Z̃ and
mutual information as the measure of uncertainty reduction [Shannon, 1948].
Definition. The entropy H(X) of a continuous random variable X that takes values x in X is
Z
H(X) = −

p(x) ln p(x)dx,
x∈X

where p(x) is the probability density function of X.
Definition. The mutual information of two random variables X and Y (taking values y in Y) is
given by
Z
Z
p(x, y)
dxdy,
I(X; Y ) =
p(x, y) ln
p(x)p(y)
x∈X y∈Y
where p(x, y) is the joint probability density function of X and Y , while p(y) is the marginal
probability density function of Y .
Mutual information can be re-written as
I(X; Y ) = H(X) − Ey [H(X|Y )],
R
where H(X|Y ) = − x p(x|y) ln p(x|y)dx is the entropy of X conditional on Y . Intuitively, mutual information measures the reduction in uncertainty of X caused by the knowledge of Y . The
following property of mutual information will be useful later on:
P ROPERTY 1: H(X) − Ey [H(X|Y )] = H(Y ) − Ex [H(Y |X)].
In words, property 1 says that the amount of information contained in Y about X is exactly
the same as the corresponding information contained in X about Y .

3
3.1

Trade Shares
Results for the General Case

In our model, importers face uncertainty regarding which country has the highest adjusted productivity, and hence, the lowest cost of delivering the manufactured good. The object of interest
is the likelihood of importing the good from a particular country. Let us define fij (Z̃) as the
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probability that country j importers buy the good from country i conditional on the realization
of Z̃, or the posterior probability, and πij as the unconditional probability that country j buys the
good from country i. Then, we can write πij as
Z
πij =

fij (Z̃)dG(Z̃).

(2)

Z̃

Importers in country j process information about Z̃ to reduce the entropy H(Z̃). An influential
property of rational inattention is that there is no need to model explicitly the signal structure that
importers receive about Z̃. The reason is that it is optimal for importers to associate one action
(country selection) with at most one particular signal. Two different signals cannot lead to the
same action. As actions are associated with at most one specific signal, the information processed
by importers in country j can be calculated as the mutual information between adjusted productivities (variable of interest) and selected country (action). Therefore, instead of explicitly modeling
the optimal signal structure, rational inattention allows us to measure uncertainty reduction as the
mutual information between Z̃ and the country i chosen by importers in country j:



κj = H Z̃ − E H Z̃|ij ,

where H Z̃|ij is the entropy of Z̃, conditional on country j importers purchasing the manufactured good from country i. Using Property 1, the above equation can be re-written as
κj = −

N
X
i=1

πij ln πij +

Z X
N
Z̃


fij (Z̃) ln fij (Z̃) dG(Z̃),

(3)

i=1

where the first term on the right-hand side captures the ex-ante uncertainty that importers in
country j have about choosing to import from country i. Once the importers observe Z̃, albeit
imperfectly, their uncertainty is reduced. The resulting difference is the information that country
j importers have about the productivity of suppliers across the world.
If information could be processed freely, an importer would find out the true realization of
Z̃. There are, however, a multitude of costs involved in processing information about the true
productivity of a supplier, captured here by λj . Importers in country j choose to purchase the
good from the country that has the highest expected adjusted productivity, taking into account
the information processed about each country. That is, importers in country j solve the following
optimization problem:
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N Z
X

max
[fij (Z̃)]N
i=1

i=1

u(z̃ij )fij (Z̃)dG(Z̃) − λj κj ,

(4)

Z̃

subject to
fij (Z̃) ≥ 0 ∀i,
N
X
fij (Z̃) = 1,

(5)
(6)

i=1

where κj is given by (3) and 1/z̃ij is the cost of importing one unit of the manufactured good
from country i. The first term in (4) is the expected utility of importers. Rationally inattentive
importers in country j choose the probability of selecting to import from country i conditional
on the realization of Z̃. The second term in (4) is the cost of processing information. As shown
by Matejka and McKay [2014], this optimization problem is equivalent to solving the following
two-stage optimization. In the first stage, importers choose to observe signals about the adjusted
productivity of each country to reduce their uncertainty. In the second, stage, given the information provided by the signals, importers choose to buy the manufactured good from the country
offering the lowest expected price. Following Matejka and McKay [2014], the next proposition
derives the equilibrium conditional probabilities.
Proposition 1. If λj > 0, then conditional on the realization of Z̃, the probability of importers in
country j choosing to import the manufactured good from country i is given by
πij eu(z̃ij )/λj
fij (Z̃) = PN
,
u(z̃kj )/λj
k=1 πkj e

(7)

where πij is given by (2).
The conditional choice probabilities have a structure similar to a multinomial logit [McFadden, 1989], except that they are adjusted by the unconditional probabilities, πij . The unconditional
probabilities πij are the probabilities that importers from country j choose to buy the manufactured good from country i before any information is processed. These πij are independent of
productivity realizations and only depend on the primitives of the model: prior distribution of adjusted productivities, informations costs and preferences. When the cost of information λj is high,
conditional choice probabilities attach a high weight to unconditional probabilities as importers
process small amounts of information. In this case, if a country i is seen as highly productive
ex-ante, then it has a high probability of being chosen even if its actual productivity realization
9

is low. When the cost of information λj is low, the conditional choice probabilities attach a high
weight to productivity realizations as importers process large amounts of information.
Importers in a given country have homogeneous initial beliefs about which source country
has the lowest price for the manufactured good. Their actions, however, may be heterogeneous.
If fij (Z̃) > 0 and fhj (Z̃) > 0, then a fraction fij (Z̃) of importers in country j will choose to
purchase the manufactured good from country i, while a fraction fhj (Z̃) of importers will choose
to import from country h.7 The following corollary makes an important observation:
Corollary 1. If πij > 0, then fij (Z̃) > 0.
An implication of the above corollary is that importers in one country could buy the same
product from different countries. If importers have a positive unconditional probability of buying
the manufactured good from a particular country, then a fraction of importers will select to purchase the good from that country after processing information about adjusted productivities. The
fraction of importers purchasing the good will depend on the realization of adjusted productivities. If the realization of adjusted productivity is high, then the fraction of importers selecting this
country will be large. Therefore, if there is more than one country with positive unconditional
probabilities, then there will be imports of the manufactured good from more than one country.
Notice that corollary 1 contrasts sharply with the result in Eaton and Kortum [2002]. In their
paper, even though the unconditional probability that country j imports a good from country i is
positive for every i, the probability after information is processed drops to zero for every exporting country but the one with the highest productivity realization. Under full information, once the
productivities are drawn, importers in country j purchase a good almost surely from one country,
the country with the lowest cost of delivering that good to country j. In our model, this is not true
any more. Importers never fully observe the productivity draws and believe that every country
can have the cheapest product with some probability.
In the literature, when a narrowly defined good is imported from many countries, it is usually
assumed that this good represents different varieties [Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare, 1997]. In our
model, the exact same good could still be imported from multiple countries because of information frictions. Furthermore, if the unconditional probabilities that country j both imports from
as well as exports to country i are positive, then so are the conditional probabilities. Hence, in
equilibrium, we could observe the same good being traded in both directions by two countries.
This feature, which is shared by Allen [2012], can never be generated in a full information model
of trade.
The next proposition characterizes the properties of the unconditional probability πij .
7

Here we are applying a Law of Large Numbers.
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Proposition 2. πij has the following properties:
1. πij is increasing in the scale parameter Ai and decreasing in input costs ci and trade
costs τij .
2. If countries are ex-ante identical, Ai = A; ci = c; τij = τ for all i, then πij = 1/N for all i.
3. If countries are ex-ante identical but τij > τjj for all i 6= j, then as λj → ∞, πij → 0 for
all i 6= j and πjj → 1.
The first property of Proposition 2 states that ex-ante, importers in country j are less likely to
purchase goods from countries with a low expected adjusted productivity. A decrease in Ai leads
to a decrease in the average productivity of country i and reduces the probability that the price of
the manufactured good in country i is the lowest price. In a full information model, this results
in a lower probability of purchasing the good from country i. In our model, there is an additional
effect. The rationally inattentive importer in country j compares the expected marginal benefit of
processing information about country i’s productivity with the marginal cost of information. As
the probability of getting a lower price in country i declines, so does the information processed by
country j importers about country i. Consequently, πij drops further - the presence of information
costs creates a magnification effect.
The second property of Proposition 2 establishes that in a world with no trade costs and where
countries are a priori identical, all countries have the same ex-ante probability of being selected
to import the manufactured good. In this case, the choice probabilities fij (Z̃) in equation (7)
follow a standard multinomial logit.
The third property of Proposition 2 demonstrates that all else equal, if the information processing cost becomes extremely large, consumers stop importing from other countries. Intuitively,
when information processing costs are high, importers incorporate less information into their decision making and attach a greater weight to the primitives, Ai , ci and τij . Because in the home
country trade costs are the lowest and expected adjusted productivity is the highest among all
countries, an increase in importance of the primitives raises the likelihood of buying the good
from the home country.
The intuition of the model can be explained by Figure 1. Imagine for simplicity that there are
two identical countries in the world (h: Home, f : Foreign) with the same productivity distribution
and input costs. The only difference between countries is that, for a given productivity realization,
foreign producers charge higher prices in the home market because of trade costs. Figure 1 plots
the utility of the adjusted productivity distribution for the two countries. The adjusted productivity
11

distribution for the home country lies to the right of the foreign country because of trade costs.
The dotted lines correspond to the mean of the distributions. If the cost of processing information
is zero, then consumers have perfect information and choose to buy from the country with the
higher productivity realization. For example, if the home country draws u(zhh ) = a, while the
foreign country draws u(zf h ) = b, then home importers should buy the good from the foreign
country.
Density

F oreign
a

b

Home
u(z̃ij )

Figure 1: Distribution of price
If information is imperfect, however, importers choose to purchase the good from the country
they believe has the highest adjusted productivity. In the extreme case, when the information costs
are prohibitively high and no information is processed, importers choose to buy the good only
from the home country. Intuitively, in the absence of any new information, importers choose to
purchase the good from the country with higher ex-ante expected utility (of adjusted productivity).
Since the two countries are identical, except that the good from the foreign country faces trade
costs, it is always the case that the good produced at home has the higher expected adjusted
productivity. Hence, using a continuity argument between the perfect information case and the no
information case, one can see that when information processing costs increase, there is a decrease
in the likelihood of purchasing the manufactured good from the foreign country.
Note that while deriving Propositions 1 and 2, we did not specify a particular functional form
for the utility function u(z̃ij ) or for the distribution of productivity G(Z̃). In particular, these
results are satisfied for any u(z̃ij ) and G(Z̃). At this level of generality, however, we cannot
explicitly solve for the unconditional probabilities πij as there is no general solution for the integral in equation (2). In Section 3.2, we find a closed-form solution for πij using additional
assumptions and use numerical integration for the general case in Section 3.3.
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3.2

Closed-form solution for πij

In this section, we make additional assumptions to derive a closed-form solution for πij . First, we
set u(z̃ij ) = ln(z̃ij ). Second, we impose λj = λ for all j. Third, we use a specific form for G(Z̃).
Following Cardell [1997], we define a distribution C(β).
Definition. For 0 < β < 1, C(β) is a distribution with a probability density function given by
∞
1 X h (−1)n e−nz i
.
gβ (z) =
β n=0 n!Γ(−βn)

(8)

0.5
C(β)
Gumbel

0.45
0.4
0.35

gβ(z)

0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
−10

−5

0
log(z)

5

10

Figure 2: Distribution C(β)
The main property of the C(β) distribution is that if a random variable  is drawn from a
Type I extreme value (Gumbel) distribution and another random variable ν is drawn from C(β),
then ν + β is a random variable distributed as Type I extreme value. The relation between C(β)
and a Gumbel distribution is shown in Figure 2.8 It is clear that qualitatively, the two distributions
are very similar. The next proposition shows that when the logarithm of the random productivities
is distributed as C(β), there exists a closed-form solution for πij .
8

For this plot, we choose β = 0.5.
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Proposition 3. If β = λ and ln(z̃i ) is drawn independently from a cumulative distribution C(λ)
where 0 < λ < 1, then πij is given by
−1

Āi (ci τij ) 1−λ

πij = PN

h=1

−1

,

(9)

Āh (ch τhj ) 1−λ

1

where Āi = Ai1−λ .
The unconditional probability that country j buys the manufactured good from country i has
a form that also bears resemblance to a multinomial logit.9 The expression for πij is observationally equivalent to Eaton and Kortum [2002] . There are, however, a few key differences. First,
as stated in Corollary 1, importers from the same country choose to import the same good from
several countries, ex-post. Second, in Eaton and Kortum [2002], πij is also the probability that
country i offers the lowest price for a good to country j. It is derived entirely from the primitive
productivity distributions in each country - it is a feature of technology.10 In contrast, the unconditional probability πij in our model is derived from the conditional probabilities fij (Z̃) that are
chosen by inattentive importers.11 Third, the expression for πij instead of depending on a parameter that captures the dispersion in the productivity distribution as in Eaton and Kortum [2002],
depends on a parameter that captures both information frictions and productivity dispersion. The
effect of these parameters on trade flows is the same: a lower dispersion, as well as higher information costs make trade flows more sensitive to trade costs.12 The underlying mechanisms
are quite different, however. A low productivity dispersion makes comparative advantage forces
weak, whereby small trade costs cause large differences in trade flows. Instead, when processing
information is costly, importers tend to place a greater weight on their ex-ante expectations about
adjusted productivity. Consequently, countries with smaller trade costs capture a disproportionately large share of the market.
The unconditional probabilities are not observed in the data. They are, however, equal to a
variable that we do observe - the share of country j’s expenditure on imports from country i. Let
Xij be the value of imports by country j from country i, Ej be the total expenditure by country j
9

Setting u(z̃ij ) = ln(z̃ij ) gets rid of the exponential terms in equation (9).
A Fréchet distribution for the random productivity draws generates a Weibull distribution for the price distributions, resulting in a closed-form expression for πij .
11
For this derivation, first, we set u(z̃ij ) = ln(z̃ij ) = ln(Ai /ci τij ) + ln(z̃i ) so that we can separate deterministic
components from random components. Second, we use a specific distribution for Z̃ (the C(β) distribution) and set
β = λj to find a closed-form solution of the integral in (2). There is no general solution for this integral. Third, we
set λj = λ to ensure that all countries draw from a distribution that has the same shape and differs only in terms of
the mean.
12
The variance of ln z̃i is given by (1 − λ2 )π 2 /6.
10

14

P
on the manufactured good, and Xi = j Xij be the total income of country i from the production
of the same good. Proposition 3 and the above observation imply that
−1

(τij ) 1−λ
Xi Ej ,
Xij =
Ψi Ωj

(10)

where Ψi and Ωj measure the average remoteness of countries i and j from the rest of the world.13
The gravity equation (10) connects bilateral trade flows to trade costs, production costs and information processing costs. Therefore, our model provides a micro-foundation for the assumption
in the literature that bilateral trade flows depend on information frictions.
The next proposition describes some properties of πij . Without loss of generality, we assume
that for a given country j, the exporting countries are ordered with respect to ciAτiij with c1Aτ11j being
the largest and cNAτNN j being the smallest.
Proposition 4. The closed-form solution of πij has the following additional properties:
1.

∂ ln πij
∂ ln τij

(the trade elasticity) is increasing in λ.

2. π1j is monotone increasing while πN j is monotone decreasing in λ. For any other i, πij , as
a function of λ, has a hump-shape.
3. Define λij as the value of λ that satisfies

∂πij
∂λ

= 0. λij is decreasing in i.

The parameter λ has a dual role in the closed-form solution of πij as it governs both the cost of
processing information and the shape of the productivity distribution in each country. Therefore,
one needs to be careful in interpreting the comparative static exercises involving λ as the results
are driven by both changes in the shape of the productivity distribution and changes in information
costs.
The first property of Proposition 4 discusses the characteristics of the trade elasticity. The
1
trade elasticity, when our model permits a closed-form solution, is simply 1−λ
. If our model
had different types of manufactured goods with good-specific information processing costs, then
goods with high λ would have a higher trade elasticity than goods with low λ. If we assume that
differentiated goods have higher λ than reference-priced goods,14 then our model is consistent
with the findings in the seminal paper by Rauch [1999], where he showed that the elasticity
1
1
PN
PN
E
i
The parameters Ψi and Ωj are given by Ψi = j=1 τij1−λ Ωjj and Ωj = i=1 τij1−λ X
Ψi .
14
Reference-priced goods are those that are not transacted in centralized exchanges, but whose prices are published
in trade journals.

13
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of trade with respect to distance is higher for differentiated goods relative to reference-priced
goods. Rauch conjectured that the cost of learning about differentiated goods is higher relative to
reference-priced goods as differentiated goods have multiple attributes and might require search
and matching.
The second property of Proposition 4 sheds light on a property of the model that highlights
a novel insight from rational inattention theory. As the cost of information rises, the share of
imports from every country, except the most attractive (z1j ) and the least attractive (zN j ), displays
non-monotonicity. This contrasts with the response of import shares to a change in standard
trade costs, as stated in Proposition 2, where increases in input costs ci and trade costs τij have
monotonic effects.
The third property of Proposition 4 suggests that unlike traditional trade costs, a change in
information cost also has an asymmetric effect on trade shares. To see this, consider the following
simple example. Let there be three identical countries, indexed by 1, 2 and 3, with the same
productivity distribution and input costs, but different trade costs τ11 < τ21 < τ31 . We are
interested in the properties of the probability of purchasing the manufactured good by importers
in country 1. Suppose country 1 imposes a uniform tariff on imports from both countries 2 and
3. It is easy to show that this will cause π11 to rise and both π21 and π31 to fall as a higher cost of
trade causes country 1 to import relatively less from all the trading partners. If λ rises however,
the import shares from countries 2 and 3 do not necessarily decline. Rather, when λ is small, an
increase in λ could actually lead to an increase in π21 . When information costs increase, importers
in country 1 reallocate attention to countries with higher ex-ante adjusted productivity,15 to the
detriment of other countries. Thus, an increase in λ may lead to an increase in the attention
allocated to countries 1 and 2, but a reduction of attention to country 3, resulting in an increase
of π11 and π21 , and a decrease of π31 . It is as if country 1 is imposing differential import tariffs
on goods imported from countries 2 and 3, with the tariff being higher for the country that is
farther away. This result highlights that information costs differ from more traditional trade costs
in interesting ways.

3.3

When productivity draws follow a Fréchet

In this section, we solve the model using numerical methods. To facilitate comparison with Eaton
and Kortum [2002], we make the following assumptions. First, we set u(z̃ij ) = z̃ij . Second,
we assume that G(Z̃) follows a Fréchet distribution, with a shape parameter θ. This assumption allows us to study the effect of information processing costs λj on trade flows, holding the
15

In this example, higher ex-ante adjusted productivity is equivalent to lower trade costs.
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shape of the productivity distribution unchanged. And third, we allow countries to have different
information costs λj , a flexibility permitted by our general model.
The following proposition shows the limiting properties of our model with rationally inattentive importers when the cost of information processing converges to zero.
Proposition 5. When λj → 0 for all j, our model is ex-ante equivalent to Eaton and Kortum
[2002].
With zero information processing costs, importers have unlimited capacity to process information and purchase the good from the country that offers the lowest price. In this case, the only
difference with Eaton and Kortum’s model is that our model has only one manufactured good.
Consequently, after productivities have been realized, a country imports this manufactured good
from only one country. In Eaton and Kortum [2002], a country imports from every other country
even ex-post because there are many manufactured goods. Ex-ante, however, the two models
generate identical predictions regarding trade flows, i.e., when λj = 0 for all j, πij is the same in
both models.
1
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πi1

0.6
0.5
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0.3
0.2

Country 3
0.1
0
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0
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1

λ

1.5

2

1

Figure 3: πi1 as a function of information cost
In this general setting with positive information processing costs, there is no closed-form
solution to the unconditional probabilities πij as there is no general solution to the integral in
equation (2). As a result, we obtain πij by computing the integrals defined in (2) using MonteCarlo methods. For the next numerical exercise, we assume there are four identical countries,
indexed by 1, 2, 3 and 4, with the same productivity distribution and input costs, but different
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trade costs. We ordered countries by their “remoteness” from country 1 and assume that τ11 =
1; τ21 = 1.01; τ31 = 1.02; τ41 = 1.03. This implies that each country faces a trade cost of selling
to country 1 that is one percent higher than its neighboring country. We assume that productivity
−θ
follows a Fréchet distribution so that G(z̃i ) = e−z̃i with θ = 8.28 as in Eaton and Kortum [2002].
Our main object of interest is πi1 , the probability that country 1 importers buy the manufactured
good from country i.
Trade Elasticity. Figure 3 shows the unconditional probabilities πi1 (i = 1, ...4) for different
levels of information processing costs λ1 . For positive information processing costs, this figure
shows how small differences in trade costs may have large effects on trade flows. For example,
for λ1 = 0.45, the equilibrium trade shares are the following: π11 = 60%; π21 = 28%; π31 =
11%; π41 = 1%. In this model, small differences in trade costs may lead to large differences
in endogenous attention. Importers optimally allocate more attention to countries with higher
ex-ante expected adjusted productivity, which is equivalent in this example to lower trade costs,
resulting in more trade with those countries (in expectation).
Our model provides a possible explanation for the puzzle that the elasticity of trade costs with
respect to distance is much smaller than what is needed to explain trade data using traditional
models. Let us define the elasticity of trade with respect to distance δ as the product of two
elasticities: the elasticity of trade with respect to trade costs  and the elasticity of trade costs with
respect to distance ρ. Disdier and Head [2008] review a number of papers and find that δ takes
a value, on average, close to −1. In traditional trade models that generate a gravity equation, 
is usually a structural parameter with an average value of around −4. This implies that ρ = 0.25
to be consistent with δ = −1. Most studies that estimate ρ using measures of freight costs have
found a value of ρ = 0.02, which is an order of magnitude less than what is required to explain
the data [Limao and Venables, 2001, Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003, Hummels, 2007]. If one
believes that distance affects trade only through freight costs, then a 1 percent fall in distance
should increase trade flows by about 0.1 percent instead of 1 percent as the data suggests.
Turning to Figure 3 we see that when λ1 = 0.35, for example, a 1 percent difference in trade
costs between country 2 and country 3 generates bilateral trade flows from country 2 to country 1
that are about 50 percent higher than the corresponding trade flows from country 3 to country 1.
If we believe that a 1 percent decline in distance causes trade costs to fall by 0.02 percent, then for
λ1 = 0.35, a 0.02 percent decline in trade costs will cause trade to rise by about 1 percent, thereby
resolving the puzzle. Grossman [1998] was one of the first researchers to point out that freight
costs are not enough to account for the effect of distance on trade. In fact, Grossman suggested
that distance could be a proxy for other barriers such as information frictions.
18

Non-monotonicity Figure 3 shows that changes in information processing costs generate nonmonotonic changes in trade flows. Specifically, the unconditional probability of importing from
country 2 displays a hump-shaped behaviour with respect to information costs. For a small λ1 ,
an increase in λ1 leads to an increase in the imports from country 2. Intuitively, when there is an
increase in information costs, importers decrease the total amount of information processed and
substitute their attention from countries with high trade costs to countries with low trade costs.
This attention reallocation results in an increase of trade flows with countries that are close, at the
expense of countries that are farther away.
Zero trade flows. Figure 3 displays that for a large λ1 , an increase in λ1 leads to a decrease
towards zero of the unconditional probability of importing from countries 2, 3 and 4. These
probabilities are never equal to zero, a property that our model shares with Eaton and Kortum
[2002], but they get very close to zero for large enough λ1 . When information costs are high,
importers in country 1 choose to process only a limited amount of information. Hence, they
process information about only a few countries and trade almost exclusively with those countries.
If trade flows are truncated below, our model provides a possible explanation for observing zero
trade flows when information costs are high.16

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we make three main contributions. First, we provide an information-theoretical
micro-foundation for the gravity equation. Second, we illustrate formally how, in the presence
of information processing costs, small differences in observed trade costs can generate large differences in trade flows. We also show that, unlike traditional trade costs, information costs have
non-monotonic and asymmetric effects on bilateral trade flows. Third, we find closed-form solutions to a discrete choice problem with rationally inattentive agents and asymmetric prior beliefs.
In a recent survey on globalization, Head and Mayer [2013] point out that at most 30 percent
of the variation in trade flows can be explained by observable freight costs - the remaining 70
percent of the variation is a “dark” trade cost. We believe that a full understanding of these “dark”
costs will require more knowledge about the role of information in facilitating trade. By providing
a new framework to study the impact of information frictions on international trade, we have a
taken a step towards unraveling these “dark costs”. Much needs to be done.
16

Haveman and Hummels [2004] and Helpman et al. [2008] provide evidence that there is zero trade flows between
a large number of country pairs.
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Appendix
A

Proof of Proposition 1

This proof follows closely the steps in the proof of Theorem 1 in Matejka and McKay [2014]. If
λj > 0, then the Lagrangian of importers in country j is given by
L=

N Z
X
i=1

u(z̃ij )fij (Z̃) dG(Z̃)+

Z̃

"
− λj −

N
X

N
X

Z
πij ln πij +
Z̃

i=1

Z
Z̃

#

fij (Z̃) ln fij (Z̃) dG(Z̃) +

i=1

Z
ξij (Z̃)fij (Z̃) dG(Z̃) −

+

!

µ(Z̃)
Z̃

N
X

!
fij (Z̃) − 1

dG(Z̃)

i=1

where ξij (Z̃) ≥ 0 and µ(Z̃) ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers of equations (5) and (6) respectively.
If πij > 0, the first order condition with respect to fij (Z̃) is given by


u(z̃ij ) + ξij (Z̃) + µ(Z̃) + λj ln πij + 1 − ln fij (Z̃) − 1

(11)

As (5) does not bind, then the first order condition can be rearranged to
fij (Z̃) = πij e(u(z̃ij )−µ(Z̃))/λj

(12)

Plugging (12) into (6), we obtain
µ(Z̃)/λj

e

=

N
X

πij eu(z̃ij )/λj

i=1

If we plug this expression back into (12), we get (7). Equation (7) holds even for πij = 0, as
otherwise equation (2) would not hold.

B

Proof of Proposition 2

This proof follows closely the steps in the proof of Lemma 1 and Proposition 3 in Matejka and
McKay [2014]. The following lemma will be helpful to prove Proposition 4.
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Lemma 1. The optimization problem of consumers in country j can be equivalently formulated
as a maximization over the unconditional probabilities, {πij }N
i=1 :
N
X

Z
max

[πij ]N
i=1

λj ln
Z̃

!
πij eu(z̃ij )/λj

dG(Z̃)

(13)

i=1

subject to (5) and (6).
Proof. Substituting equation (3) into the objective function, we get
"

N Z
X

u(z̃ij )fij (Z̃) dG(Z̃) + λj

Z̃

i=1

N
X

N
X

Z
πij ln πij −
Z̃

i=1

!

#

fij (Z̃) ln fij (Z̃) dG(Z̃)

i=1

Rearranging this expression and using (7), we obtain
=

=

Z X
N
Z̃ i=1
Z X
N

"
fij (Z̃) u(z̃ij ) − λj ln

fij (Z̃)λj ln

Z̃ i=1

B.1

N
X

i=1

!
πkj eu(z̃kj )/λj

dG(Z̃)

k=1

Z
λj ln
Z̃

N
X

πij ln πij
u(z̃kj )/λj
π
e
kj
k=1
i=1
"
!#
N
N
X
X
πkj eu(z̃kj )/λj
dG(Z̃) + λj
πij ln πij
fij (Z̃)λj − ln πij + ln
k=1

Z X
N

=

dG(Z̃) + λj

PN

Z̃ i=1

=

!#

πij eu(z̃ij )/λj

N
X

!
πkj eu(z̃kj )/λj

dG(Z̃)

k=1

Property 1

When we include the constraint (6) into the objective function (13), the optimization problem of
consumers in country j described in Lemma 1 can be rewritten as
Z
max

[πij ]N
i=1

λj ln
Z̃

"N −1
X

u(z̃ij )/λj

πij e

+

i=1

1−

N
−1
X
i=1
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!
πij

#
u(zN j )/λj

e

dG(Z̃)

subject to (6). Let us focus on the case where the constraint (5) is not binding as the case where
(5) binds is trivial. The gradient of the objective function with respect to π1j is given by
Z
∆1 ≡ λj
Z̃

eu(z1j )/λj − eu(zN j )/λj
dG(Z̃).
PN
u(z̃ij )/λj
i=1 πij e

(14)

PN −1
1
< 0 or
where πN j = 1 − i=1
πij . Differentiating with respect to either c1 or τ1j leads to ∂∆
∂c1
∂∆1
< 0 respectively. This establishes that at the original optimum, an increase in either c1 or τ1j
∂τ1j
leads to a decrease of the gradient of the objective function with respect to the probability of the
first option. Thus, consumers in country j will decrease π1j .

B.2

Property 2

If countries are ex-ante identical, Ai = A; ci = c; τij = τ for all i, then G(Z̃) is invariant to
permutations of its arguments. Therefore, as showed by Matejka and McKay [2014], the solution
for unconditional probabilities is unique and given by πij = 1/N for all i.

B.3

Property 3

When λj → ∞, importers process no information and decisions are based on ex-ante expectations. Given that all countries are identical except that home has lower trade costs, then home has
the highest ex-ante expected u(z̃ij ) and πjj → 1.

C

Proof of Corollary 1

If πij > 0, then the numerator πij eu(z̃ij /λj ) > 0 and fij (Z̃) > 0.

D

Proof of Proposition 3

The unconditional probability πij of importers in country j choosing to purchase the manufactured
good from country i is given by (2), where the conditional probability fij (Z̃) in equation (7) can
be rewritten as
e(u(z̃ij )+λ ln πij )/λ
fij (Z̃) = PN
.
(15)
(u(z̃kj )+λ ln πkj )/λ
e
k=1
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This conditional probability fij (Z̃) is a multinomial logit expression. There is no general solution
to an integral such as in equation (2). However, an observationally equivalent model will allow us
to find closed-form solutions of πij for a particular set of assumptions using well-known results in
discrete choice theory. The logit formula (15) can be identically derived from a standard random
utility model, where the importer in country j evaluates the utility of choosing country i with
some noise ij . Specifically, the two models are observationally equivalent if importers maximize
the following random utility maxi u(z̃ij ) + λ ln πij + λij . When the noise ij follows a Type I
extreme value distribution and it is independently distributed, then the probability of choosing
country i conditional on the realization of z̃ij is given by (15) and the unconditional probability is
given by (2).
If we set u(z̃ij ) = ln z̃ij = ln(Ai /ci τij )+ln z̃i , then the random utility maximized by importers
is given by
max ln(Ai /ci τij ) + λ ln πij + ln z̃i + λij .
i

The deterministic components of the random utility model are given by ln(Ai /ci τij ) + λ ln πij .
The random utility model has two random components: first, ij ’s are independent and identically
distributed according to a Type I extreme value distribution and second, ln z̃i ’s are independent
and identically distributed according to a C(λ) distribution introduced in equation 8. According to
Theorem 2.1 in Cardell [1997], if a random variable ε follows a Type I extreme value distribution,
a random variable ν follows a C(λ) distribution and both random variables are independent, then
ν + λε is distributed as Type I extreme value for 0 < λ < 1. Therefore, following Cardell’s
theorem, the addition of the two random components in the random utility model ln z̃i + λij is
distributed as a Type I extreme value. Hence, the unconditional choice probabilities of the random
utility model can be written as
eln(Ai /ci τij )+λ ln πij
πij = PN
ln(Ak /ck τkj )+λ ln πkj
k=1 e

(16)

After solving the system of equations, the unconditional choice probabilities are given by (9).

E
E.1
∂ ln π

Proof of Proposition 4
Property 1

| ∂ ln τijij | =

1
.
1−λ

The right-hand side is increasing in λ.
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E.2

Property 2

Re-write πij as
1


πij =
1+

P

h6=i

αhj
αij

1 .
 1−λ

where αij = Ai /(ci τij ). Differentiating with respect to λ,
1
α 
X  αhj  1−λ
πij2
∂πij
hj
=−
ln
.
2
∂λ
(1 − λ) h6=i αij
αij

Re-call that the countries are ordered such that α1j is the maximum and αN j is the minimum.
When i = 1, the last term on the right-hand side in the above equation (involving the logs) is
∂π
negative for all h. Accordingly, ∂λ1j > 0. Similarly, when i = N , the same term is positive for
∂π
all h and ∂λN j < 0.
∂π
Let λij be the value of λ such that ∂λij = 0. Then λij must satisfy
i−1 
X
αhj  1−λ1 ij
h=1



αhj
αij

αij

ln

α 
hj

αij

N 
X
αhj  1−λ1 ij  αhj 
ln
+
= 0.
α
α
ij
ij
h=i+1

1
 1−λ

When λ < λij ,
goes up for h < i. But these are the weights on the positive terms
1
  1−λ
 
αhj
α
.
At
the
same
time,
goes down for h > i. But these are the weights on the
ln αhj
αij
ij
 
α
∂π
∂π
. Accordingly, ∂λij becomes positive. Similarly, it can be shown that ∂λij
negative terms ln αhj
ij
becomes negative for λ > λij . Therefore, πij is hump-shaped for all i except i = 1 and i = N .

E.3

Property 3

Consider the above equation. A little bit of algebra is required to show that when this equation is
∂λ
satisfied, ∂αijij > 0. Because αij is decreasing in i, λij must be decreasing in i.

F

Proof of Proposition 5

The case for λj = 0 is trivial. When λj = 0, importers have perfect information and choose to
import from the country with the lowest price with probability 1.
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